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BANSHEE!!!
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By the time you hear it ... you're already dead!

http://mvdb2b.com/b2b/s/Banshee/MVD4952D

A group of college friends on a spring break camping trip are stalked and slashed by an unknown creature

with the ability to make them hallucinate through sound waves. The survivors hold up refuge in an isolated

farmhouse, cut off from all communication. Now, they have to come up with a plan to kill this unrelenting

creature before it kills them. "Banshee!!!" takes the idea of the legendary Irish myth and spins it around into

a terrifying and unstoppable monster!

Initially, I wasn't sure what to make of this movie. I was honestly expecting a low budget, no talent, horrible

dialogue movie that I'd only make it half way through. I was wrong. The movie starts off with a bang and kept

me at the edge of my seat for the duration. It's plot has yet to be touched on with this genre and kept me

guessing for the long run. My only complaint is that the origin of why a Banshee was in the back woods of

Connecticut was never explained and perhaps better left unexplained.

The special effects and creature effects are amazing. The static displayed while the Banshee was shifting

are top notch. The gore and blood was kept to a safe level. Not so much to turn one off and just enough to

keep it real. Some of the acting may have been a little flat, but those characters were killed off early on.

Bonus Materials

Theatrical Trailer for 'Assault of the Sasquatch'
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Animated Interactive Menus

Optional Spanish/English Subtitles

English 5.1 Dolby Digital Audio

Deleted Scenes

Bloopers & Outtakes

Commentary

Theatrical Trailer for 'Banshee!!!'

16 x 9 Digitally Mastered Widescreen Presentation

Sales Points

Chiller (NBC/Universal)-'DVD Release' TV Commercial Support

Synthetic Cinema International-Online support includes: (Company Website)

http://www.syntheticcinema.com / (YouTube Channel) http://www.youtube.com/user/syntheticcinema /

(Twitter) http://twitter.com/syntheticcinema and a Facebook Fanpage.

Past Synthetic Cinema International films have sold all major U.S. DVD retailers, and titles have achieved

the 'Top-Ten' Renters list from VideoBusiness Magazine.

'Banshee!!!' features internet 'Elebrity' sensations 'Don & Murph', with over 100K web video impressions

Overseas Theatrical and Television Release

Chiller (NBC/Universal) U.S. Network TV Premiere

Original 'Creature' CGI Effects

Online and Print Ad Campaign

First U.S. DVD release of the title.

Press

Simply floors you with its awesomeness and big-budget look and feel!!!

     —Joblo.com

Banshee!!! features one of the BEST head explosions since (David Cronenberg's)

'Scanners'...has to be seen to be believed!

     —imdb user, imdb.com
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